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Out of the Darkness
I STARTED DRINKING at age 14. The first time I got drunk,

I invited about 12 guys from my grammar school over my house. I
had told them to come over after my parents were out for the night
and also that there was a bunch of OLD booze in the basement.
I lied to my folks and told everyone to get there after they left. I
grabbed a bottle of vodka and a bottle of Sunny-Delight we had
in the fridge. I poured out about half of it and filled the rest up
with vodka. I replaced the vodka with water thinking my parents
wouldn’t ever check since they didn’t drink liquor at home anymore
at that point.
We then went up to the park and I drank a big chug of that stuff and
- boom! - I swear I felt like Popeye with spinach! I was laughing,
feeling part of these guys’ crew that I really didn’t know outside of
school. I later came home and puked my guts out in the tub and
got screamed at by my folks, but for once I had a bunch of friends
and it felt great!
As the years went on, I got myself expelled from high school. I
barely graduated from another high school and got expelled from
a community college. I basically drifted through life till I was 21
making pizzas, living off my parents. I finally got a real job in
construction that summer, got my first real girlfriend, but drinking
was still there. I lived to party! I was called “Fun Bobby” by my
friends. I was the clown but I was happy and had not had any real
bad consequences yet.
Then in 1998, my girlfriend broke up with me and I really started
hitting it hard. I ended up totaling my truck on the Dan Ryan and,
not only was I ok, but received no DUI. But in 1999, I received
my 1st DUI. I was parked blocking traffic with the lights off. The
officers woke me up and took me to jail. I got a good lawyer and
received a slap on the wrist. In 2002, I received my 2nd DUI.
This time, at Western Illinois University, I came to from a black
out, smashing into a steel gate with glass flying all over my Ford
Bronco. When the officers pulled me over a minute or so later, I said
some kids had smashed my windows and I was looking for them.
One of them then told me he saw me drive through the steel gate!
I once again was charged with a DUI but for the grace of God got
out of it again. This time, though, I had to complete 100 hours of
alcohol classes and attend AA meetings.

My life changed forever that night. As I looked around the graffiti
covered walls of the holding cell I was in, I read “Out of the
Darkness and into the Light!” It was a lightning bolt from God. I
saw those words and committed to AA right in that cell, no matter
if I got out of it again or not. I had a phone number from a guy I
had met in AA three years prior, so I called him and he told me to
meet him at Oak Lawn Big Book on Thursday. I asked him to be
my sponsor and did everything that was “suggested.” We all know
what that means!

If you really want this, you have to do It! “There ain’t no easy way
out,” as Tom Petty says. I have a life beyond my wildest dreams. I
was making amends not looking for anything and walked out with
I never bought into being an alcoholic. I was 26 and thought you an incredible job. I met my wife at an AA New Year’s dance and
just gotta slow down. Then, on October 8, 2005, I found myself at a we support each other’s sobriety. It is a struggle sometimes when
bar in the Near West Side for my girlfriend’s, at that time, birthday I take my life back from God, but when I let him be in control, “I
party. $20 all you can drink! I was miserable. I was living away can do all things through Him who strengthens me,” a quote my
from my neighborhood, away from my family and in a relationship Mom pounded into my head and means even more now with her
that was on life support. I got hammered and, after the bartender passed away.
cut me off, I smashed the glass on the floor and told him where
to go. Shortly after, I was being dragged out the front door by a “As long as I remain teachable,” I will be ok, definitely words to
bouncer. I elbowed him, broke his nose, and was sent to the 1st live by. - Robert M.
district at 18th and State.

Greetings from the Chicago Area Service Office,
On November of 1949, Bill W. encouraged the fellowship to reflect during Thanksgiving week and we have carried on this
tradition. As I emerge from absorbing his words yet again, I have a renewed sense of gratitude and responsibility, as well as
a slightly different perspective than the last. Being of maximum benefit as a member of this fellowship, and within my own
personal recovery, involves finding a balance in the all of the three legacies: Unity, Service and Recovery. I believe that support
is also three dimensional. Bill stated, “We cannot skimp when the treasurer of our groups passes the hat. Our groups, our Areas
and AA as a whole, will not function unless our services are sufficient and their bills are paid…when we are generous with the
hat we give a token that we are grateful for our blessings and the evidence that we are eager to share what we have found with all
those who still suffer.” When we think of support, financial support most often comes to mind. However, I think that to truly be
at our best, we need to balance it with giving our time and lending our voice.
This past year, the office has attempted to learn how we can utilize our resources to better service our fellowship, our committees
and our districts. When we work in partnership and with monetary support, as well as with members’ time and a collective
voice, it has been proven to me that we get a better return on the investment. Here is the most recent example: I began attending
committee meetings to understand where the biggest needs were, and if they had the support from the office that they needed.
The after-hours phone committee knew calls were going unanswered, phone equipment was not meeting our needs. They had
ideas for improving, yet had no means to make the necessary changes. I started to attend the committee meetings regularly
and together we formulated a plan. It took months of dedication, from both the committee members and the office staff, yet a
collective voice and a true partnership was formed. This time and voice combined with the financial contributions that members
and groups have provided, enabled us to install a new phone system that can better service the needs of the fellowship. We even
lowered our monthly telephone expense! However, it cannot stop there. We need members (that’s you) to employ their time and
dedication to answer the phones. A few weeks ago, just after 6am, a girl called for help. She sounded in such bad shape that
our volunteer encouraged her to call 911 and “then we can worry about what’s next.” Later that afternoon, she called back and I
witnessed our office phone volunteer frantically trying to find someone willing to do a 12-step call on a girl in the hospital that
wants to know what’s next. A few months earlier: antiquated phone system. A few weeks earlier: no volunteer in that time slot…
Today, the hand of AA is there for people like her because of the support of many in Area 19.
We rely on the fellowship to pay our bills, “to ensure that the doors of the halls of A.A. never have locks on them, so that all people
for all time who have an alcoholic problem may enter these halls unasked and feel welcome…” We need members to give of their
time, serve on our Area committees so the message has a chance of reaching, “the alcoholic who still stumbles in the darkness one
short block from this room...” The more volunteers we have, the more we scratch the surface of passing on the message of Hope
that was so freely given to us. We need your voice, especially at the Area level, “to ensure the recovery of the child being born
tonight, destined for alcoholism…to ensure that changes within A.A. come only as a response to the needs and wants of all A.A.
and not just of any few.” (Service Manual, pg S20). Only 17 percent of groups in Area 19 have a GSR, and of them, less than 10
percent will attend Area Assembly to lend their voice to the decisions that will affect all of Area 19.
We hope you and your groups will take the time to reflect, to evaluate how you support the Area Office. We want us all to work in
partnership to be able to provide the most services possible and ensure the hand of A.A. is open and waiting for those that reach
out for help. This all begins with one alcoholic helping another, everything else grows from there. Your support will be humbly
and gratefully received by the Area 19, office and committees, and will be used to further our mission of carrying the message of
hope and recovery to the still suffering alcoholic. Bill said it best, we look forward to meeting some of you as we “trudge the Road
of Happy Destiny. May God Bless you and keep you til then.” (Big Book, pg 164)
In Love & Service,

Katie M.
CASO Office Manager
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A Great Load is carried by a small fraction of the fellowship in
Area 19 and your efforts have not gone unnoticed.
Thank You to all Individual Members for making a contribution to the service office of Area 19.
Your generous gift is much appreciated, it allows the doors to stay open, phones ringing, and committees funded.
With your help and support, we look forward to continuing to carry the message of recovery.
Adelaide W
Alice S
Allen A
Amy S
Andrew R
Andrew S
Annika J
Angel M
Anthony G
Anthony H
Anthony L
Anthony R
Anthony S
August G
Barbara C
Barbara K
Barbara P
Barry M
Barry O
Bessie C
Beverly W
Brendan C
Brian B
Brian F
Bruce W
Caio S
Calvin H
Carl H
Carol C
Carol E
Carol G
Carolyn H
Carrie H
Catherine G
Charles B
Charles F
Charles O
Charles R
Charles S
Cheryl E
Cheryl K
Christina B
Christopher S
Cindy H
Clarence S
Clifford J
Cookie M
Craig F
Cynthia A.
Cynthia M.
Dan R
Daniel A
Daniel B
Daniel C
Daniel F
Daniel O’D
Darlene J
David D

David G
David S
Dean C
Deanna P
Deborah N
Dennis H
Dick S
Dina P
Don M
Donald O
Donald T
Donna P
Donna Z
Doreen H
Doris G
Dorothy D
Dorothy S
Douglas M
Ed C
Edward C
Edward M
Eileen B
Elizabeth B
Elizabeth D
Elizabeth R
Ella L. G
Ellie P
Emma K
Eric M
Erica G
Erin B
Ervin B
Eugene M
Francis C
Francis K
Frank H
Frank M
Fred B
Gail H
George J
Georgene N
Gerald M
Gerald R
Geraldine S
Gregory J
Harris K
Harve F
Heidi K
Helen Joan T
Henry C
Howard L
Hugh D
Ira S
Jack M
James B
James C
James L
James P

James S
Jane C
Janet A.
Jaroslaw L
Jean O’N
Jeff P
Jeff P
Jeff S
Jeff S
Jeffery C
Jennifer W
Jerome P
Jerzy J
Joan G
Joan W
Joanna P
Joanne McM
John G
John B
John C
John G
John H
John P
John R
John S
John S
John T
John U
Joseph B
Joseph F
Joseph K
Joseph T
Joseph W
Judy E
Julia D
Juliet B
Karen G
Karen J
Karen W
Karla L
Katherine S
Kathleen C
Kathleen M
Kathleen Mc
Kathleen W
Kathy K
Katie M
Kay O’B
Kelle F
Kelvin W
Ken Q
Kenneth L
Kevin S
Kevin S
Larry E
Larry K
Laura B
Laurel C

Laurie H
Laurie S
Laurin D
Laverne J
Lawrence H
Lawrence S
Lawrence Y
Lee C
LeeAnne E
Leon H
Leroy E
Lester M
Lillian P
Linda F
Linda I
Lisa W
Lloyd, Marvin L
Lorna H
Lucas S
Lucy C
Magdalena Mc
Manny D
Marcelo E
Marcia B
Maren D
Margaret Ann C
Margaret G
Margaret L
Marguerite B
Maria M
Marian E
Marie G
Marilyn D
Mario F
Mark G
Martha D
Martha P
Martin B
Marty K
Mary Ann K
Mary B
Mary C
Mary Ellen O
Mary F
Mary H R
Mary Jane G
Mary K
Melissa A
Michael B
Michael C
Michael G
Michael H
Michael K
Michael L
Michael O
Michael O’C
Michael R
Mike H

Mike N
Mildred D
Molly H
Monica F
Murray C
Nancy C
Nancy M
Nancy Rita K
Nathalie J
Nathan C
Nicole S
Noel R
Nora W
Pamela B
Pat L
Patricia K
Patricia P
Patrick D
Paul F
Paul G
Paul M
Paulette E.W.
Paulette L
Peggy H
Peter R
Peter S
Peter V
Phil B
Phil J
Ramon A
Raul G
Refugio D
Rich D
Richard A
Richard F
Richard G
Richard L
Richard M
Richard N
Rick S
Rita A.
Robert B
Robert C
Robert D
Robert E
Robert H
Robert J
Robert M
Robert Mc
Robert P
Roger B
Roger F
Ron K
Ronald F
Ronald M
Ronald S
Ronald W
Rosemarie L
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Roy S
Russell G
Ruth L
Ryan K
Samuel L
Sandra S
Sara R
Sean G
Sean M
Sheketta W
Stephanie F
Steve G
Stewart M
Stuart B
Sue D
Susan D
Susan M
Susan P
Susan R
Susan T
Ted F
Terry C
Theodore W
Thomas C
Thomas K
Thomas M
Thomas Mc
Thomas S
Thomas T
Thomas V
Timothy D
Timothy S
Tina M
Tom S
Tommy B
Trish H
Vadakpat T
Venancio F
Vicki S
Victor V
Wade K
Walter Z
Wayne J
Wayne M
William B
William C
William F
William G
William L
William M
William N
Winifred C
Zaty O
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These members’ words are not necessarily in conjunction with the
instruction pages.
Page 85 tells me: “The problem has been removed.” Does this infer
that I can now drink like a gentleman? Well, not if I have studied
the Big Book! If so, I will but realize the physical allergy is chronic
- it will never go away. Consequently, this is not the mentioned
problem...so, what is left? Of course, it is the mental obsession
which has been removed. But, hold the phone! It has not been
destroyed, eradicated or beamed to outer space. It will be ever
lurking just waiting for me to exit from my fit spiritual condition. I
maintain that I am a fully recovered alcoholic. This means that if I
throw AA and God under the bus, I would likely be drunk by next
Thursday, or sooner. - Bob S., Richmond, IN.

The Insanity of Alcoholism

THE INSANITY of alcoholism is NOT the goofy behavior that

people exhibit when they are drunk. Everyone who ingests enough
alcohol will act goofy. The insanity of alcoholism is the alcoholic’s
persistent return to alcohol in the face of overwhelming evidence
that it is destroying his or her life, over and over again.
There are some in our fellowship of AA who have serious mental problems, but most of us joke about how “insane” or crazy or
“goofy” we are or have been, when what we really are talking
about is our emotional immaturity, our impulsiveness, our lack of
self discipline…our character defects if you will. Most of us would
have a hard time describing many of our thoughts and actions as
being insane. In fact, in some areas of life, we may exhibit a high
degree of sanity. However, there is something about the way we
perceive the world around us that has always caused us agreat deal
of discomfort in simply living our lives.

Wording Context of the Big Book

AFTER SEVERAL MONTHS OF SOBRIETY

and
several marbles spinning in the same direction, it was suggested
that I read the Big Book all the way through, stories and all.
Then, go back and begin a serious study of the directions offered
in the first 164 pages. After so doing, I began to develop a better
understanding of the Big Book wording context that Bill W. was
trying to convey, rather than my oft-mistaken previous conceptions
- case in point:
The word sanity: At first, I considered this term in context of the
confused mental state of my early sobriety, or those seemingly bipolar rollercoaster emotions, etc....or perhaps the legal definition of
being a danger to self or others. But today I realize that Bill used
this word more in the context of drinking booze. He speaks of the
insanity of “Jim” pouring whisky in his milk (pp. 35- 37), or the
opposite: Fitz Mayo’s sanity, who “seemingly he could not drink even
if he would” (p. 57). I now think of alcoholic insanity as the inability
to see and act on the truth in drink, and sanity as the ability to do
so. Although, this is not always the case, this new insight serves as
a handy learning tool.

Our general discomfort with living has much to do with the way we
perceive the effects of alcohol. Our falling short of what is called
“well adjusted” is definitely a part of our makeup as an alcoholic.
However, that alone does not separate us much from the general
population. It is our physical as well as our mental response to
alcohol that is insane, and that is what separates the alcoholic from
the non-alcoholic. There are two problems alcoholics have with
alcohol: 1. The obsession of the mind, and 2. the compulsion of the
body – an incomprehensible craving. Somewhere along the line,
early or late, we develop obsession with the idea that alcohol eases
our minds and solves our problems. Then, our physical response
to alcohol manifests in what the “Big Book” calls an allergy. Our
alcoholic insanity of our minds tells us that it is a good idea to drink
to relieve our stress and to have fun. Once we start, our alcoholic
bodies tell us we must drink more to satisfy the craving.

As every alcoholic should know, that is where the well known
cycle begins and conitnues over and over again, leading to death,
incarceration, or “wet brain” insanity. What Dr. Silkworth called
the phenomemnon of craving, manifesting as an allergy, is so overpowering that all else comes second to our primary concern of getting the next drink, even life itself takes second place. That, my
friends is the “INSANITY OF ALCOHOLISM.” It is only relieved
and arrested by total abstinence, and as we have found, by and
through the application of the 12 Steps of AA in our lives, in all
The word cured: A bit of confusion arose when I read Dr. Bob’s our affairs, to achieve a psychic change, a “spiritual awakening,”
Nightmare and he wrote: “...but had been cured” (p. 180), or where leading to growth and maturity, and a firm grasp of the reality of
Bill D. wrote: “...curing me of this terrible disease.” (p. 191) There are life and the world about us.
other examples in the “Story Section” of the Big Book. Confusion
arose when I read on page 85: “We are not cured of alcoholism.” A As a young man (with tears in his eyes) in his first AA meeting said,
contradiction! But by studying this book I learned (p. 29) that the “I’m here because I just want to live. That’s it. I just want to live.”
clear-cut directions are in the first 164 pages, but the story section It is as simple as that. – Barefoot Bob, Denver CO. By The Way
is of a different ilk. It does not contain the clear-cut directions! Newsletter, Sacramento, CA. May 2017
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“What it was like, What happened, and What it is like now”
Your story could appear in an upcoming issue
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We need

Here’s How

Chicago Area Service Assembly’s Newsletter
Send submissions to any of the following:

hhcommittee@live.com
hereshow@chicagoAA.org
Here’s How (CASO) 180 N Wabash - Suite 305 Chicago, IL 60601
Call AA in Chicago: 312-346-1475
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Carrying the Message
(Correctional Committee), every letter sent by
an inmate is read. Our Primary Purpose is to carry
the Message and be of Service to those that are
incarcerated. The Services we provide are: Volunteers
take meetings into the facilities, purchase literature for
inmates, pen pal (corresponding) & Re/entry program.
Here’s one of the letters we’ve received from an
inmate. It’s another example of how AA is truly a Gift
That Keeps On Giving!!! Come on down to CASO and
attend one of our Committee meetings that is held the
last Wednesday of every Month!! - George M.

Dear friend,
When I was at the Federal Prison Camp in
Pekin, Illinois, I was given the Big Book at
the first AA meeting that I attended. Your
name was stamped on the inside cover. I
cannot express in words how grateful I am
and how this act of kindness has changed
my life. I read this book daily, and the
chapter “We Agnostics” did much to get me
to loose my resentments to my higher power
and on my spiritual journey.
At Pekin we had two AA meetings, one
attended by six AA members from the
outside. Unfortunately, that camp is
no longer a male facility and is being
transformed to accommodate women
prisoners – it was originally built for this
purpose. I was sent to Yankton, SD, to
finish off my sentence. Unfortunately, the
AA presence here is limited. We have one AA
meeting a week but no one from the outside
attends. Few have AA experience outside
the prison system. That has made the Big
Book and other AA resources so important
in my life.
I am asking if you can send me the “My
Paths to Spirituality” pamplet. I will be
returning to Chicago soon. This pamphlet
has become an important part of my
recovery. Thanks in advance. – Ernie.

Butterflies are Free
Butterflies are free, just like you and me,
Because we have found the bond of sobriety.
In the sands of time, we realize we were chosen
To find a peace of another kind.
Once we had crossed the invisible line,
It became Hell on Earth for our kind.
Not really alive, not really dead.
Just in a limbo of living dread.
Tomorrow I will do better, even stop, I said.
Tomorrow comes,
and off again to the same ole drill.
“Till death do us part.”
Another day.
I had to die the death of an alcoholic.
To be free to live each precious day His way.
Thank you God: That I can say.
I like who I am today.
You have shown me how to Love
Unconditionally with all mankind.

Lil M.
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Two men are drinking in a bar at the top of the Empire State Building. One turns to
the other and says: “You know last week I discovered that if you jump from the top of
this building, by the time you fall to the tenth floor, the winds around the building are so
intense that they carry you around the building and back into the window.
The bartender just shakes his head in disapproval while wiping the bar.
The other man says, “What, are you nuts? There is no way in hell that could happen.”
“No, it’s true. Let me prove it to you.” So, he gets up from the bar, jumps over the balcony,
and careens to the street below. When he passes the tenth floor, the high wind whips him
around the building and back into through an open window. He then takes the elevator
back up to the bar.

God
Who made the sky
And the rain
And never took a rest
Because of pain?

The other man tells him, “You know I saw that with my own eyes, but that must have been
a one time fluke.”
“No, I’ll prove it to you again,” he responds, and again he jumps and hurtles toward the
street where the wind gently carries him around the building and once again into the
tenth floor window. Once upstairs, he urges his fellow drinker to try it.

Who made the trees

Astonished, the man exclaims, “Well, what the hell, it works, I’ll try it.” He jumps over the
balcony, plunges downward, passes the 11th, 10th, 9th, 8th floors…and hits the sidewalk
with a splat.

And is always on time

Rivers and lakes
And never ever late?

Back upstairs, the bartender turns to the other drinker: “You know Superman, you’re a
real jerk when you’re drunk.”

Who made the stars
And the wind

I was invited by an association that I have donated time
and energy to for years to come to their headquarters to be
honored. I was given a great tour and asked if I would be okay
about an interview which might appear on television. I felt so
important that I had to celebrate. After a year-and-a-half of
sobriety, I had a vodka martini. I asked my friend to watch me
and see how I would act. I got drunk very fast and we had to
take a cab home.

And gave us the space

After this experience, I learned two things:

With plenty of room?

1. After a long period of sobriety, alcohol intake has a much
greater, quicker effect.
2. Prepare and carry with you a little list of ideas about how to
celebrate – other than the “old-fashioned way.”
Kitty

That we feel
When it all begins?
Who made the sun
And the moon

Who made the wild beasts
Of every kind
And said don’t be afraid
For you are all mine?
I don’t know
It seems kind of odd
Oh, yes. I do.
I think they call him God.
Ricky C.
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Subscription to Here’s How
Name

I am a new reader.

Please remove my name from your
mailing list.

If address changes, please indicate your old address:

Here’s an extra contribution of
$______ to help keep Here’s How selfsupporting.

City/State/Zip/Country

$5.00 annual subscription enclosed.

Address

Name
Address
City/State/Zip/Country

I can’t contribute now, but please keep
me on the mailing list.
Please mail to:
Here’s How
180 N. Wabash Avenue, Suite 305
Chicago, IL 60601

Email Address

* Please include your email address for digital copies of Here’s How
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